Murray's Boston Store
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

SMARTNESS IS THE LEADING FEATURE OF THE NEW FALL APPAREL

Interest centers now upon the arrival and display of Fall Garments. Fresh, chic styles are now being shown, and the store has assumed a decided Fall-time air. Many lovely, new fashions have been produced for the coming season, and the best of them will be shown here during Opening Days, and you will be pleased with the many attractive styles.

AN UNUSUAL DISPLAY OF FALL COATS
Handicapped by shortage of materials and labor, coat manufacturers have produced the most attractive coat styles this season that have been shown for many years. Simple, most of them—but a simplicity that is both artistic and charming. Rich fabrics are used and for trimmings are used in many cases with pleasing results. Prizes are $22.50 and up to $95.00.

DELIIGHTFULLY PLAIN ARE THE NEW SUITS
In the new Suit, the straight cut has reached its highest point of development. Costs are from $10.00.

THE SEPARATE SKIRT
In these new Fall Skirts sometimes is the key note. There are models for every occasion developed in many fabrics but all attain one object, suavity. The silhouette is followed faithfully, with trimming features in the form of pockets, sash and panels.
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